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Thank you for purchasing WULF.

You have acquired a Wulf timepiece which we hope will give you 

great pleasure. This watch is an original creation made and tested to 
meet the traditional standards of Swiss quality. We guarantee that 
this watch has been manufactured with the greatest care.

This Wulf timepiece is warranted for a period of Two Years from the 
date of purchase against manufacturing defects under the terms and 
conditions of the warranty. A valid warranty card must be correctly 
completed and stamped by an authorized dealer, clearly stating the 
purchase date with a valid proof of purchase like an invoice or receipt.

Please send the defective timepiece with a description of the 
problem and a valid store receipt to our authorized distributors or 
return the timepiece to the place of purchase. Loss or damage during 
shipping will not be covered. The timepiece will be repaired if possible 
or otherwise replaced with a product of equal or higher retail selling 
price. This limited warranty is in place of all other express and implied 
warranties of any kind, which are hereby excluded. Wulf will not be 
responsible for any indirect, incidental or consequential damages 
arising from the use of the timepiece.

This warranty does not cover the lens, case, strap or bracelet, 
damages from improper use or rough treatment, corrosion from saline 
solution, unauthorized repairs/ modifications, negligence or normal 
wear and tear. For non-warranty service, a minimal repair fee will be 
charged according to the work requested. 

E-mail: info@wulfcollection.com
Website: www. wulfcollection.com



• Push buttons are not to be operated under water. 
• Never attempt to open the case or remove the back cover,    

otherwise, dust may affect the movement.
• Should water or condensation appear in the watch, have the watch  

checked immediately, corrosion of parts can occur inside the case if  
    left unlocked. 
• Avoid exposing the watch to extreme temperature. 
• Avoid severe impact. The watch is designed  for normal use. It is  
       inadvisable to subject it to severe 
impact or rough usage. 
• Clean the watch with a soft cloth and clean water only. Avoid using

chemicals - especially soap as the waterproof gasket will corrode. 
• Keep the watch away from the conditions of strong electric field 
and 

static electricity. 
• Repair and maintenance should only be carried out by authorized 
 

service centers, otherwise the water resistance will be 
compromised.  The warranty will also be voided.
• Calendar positions may vary depending on the design, however the  

functions and settings will still be the same.
• Maintain the mechanical watch by, e.g. clearing and lubricating, 
once 

every 2 – 3 years. Wind the watch up periodically if it is not worn 
for 

a long time to keep the movement running.

c a r e  &  p r e c a u t i o n s
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b. Winding
1  Automatic winding of the movement occurs as the rotor turns 
freely.       (It automatically winds as you 
wear the watch in normal usage.)
2  You can also wind the watch fully by manually turning the crown 
with       45 full turns.
3  The watch can run at least 36 hours when fully wound, even if it is 
not       in use.

c. Tim es Setting
1  Pull the crown to position II. 
    (The watch stops).
2  Turn the crown to set the  
     correct time.
3  Push the crown back to  
     position I after adjustment.
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b.  Winding
1  Automatic winding of the movement occurs as the rotor turns 
freely.       (It automatically winds as you 
wear the watch in normal usage.)
2  You can also wind the watch fully by manually turning the crown 
with       45 full turns.
3  The watch can run at least 36 hours when fully wound, even if it is 
not       in use.
4  It is recommended that the User wind the watch once every 24    
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Caliber W03
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c.  Tim es Setting
1  Pull the crown to position II.
(The watch stops).
2  Turn the crown to set the correct  
    time.
3  Push the crown back to position 
I       
after adjustment.

d. Pusher
(Date Setting)
1  B pusher: Month setting
2  A pusher: Date setting
3  C pusher: Day setting
4  D pusher: Year setting

Important:
DO NOT adjust the date from 21:00 to 06:00, otherwise the relevant 
gears will be damaged.
User shall adjust the calendar on the first day of each month and the 
first day of January each year if necessary.
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Assuredly he moves.
Poised for victory in each pace.

There, behold the Wulf.

Changing the Face of History
Why follow history, when you can invent it?

 
At Wulf, we zero in on creating contemporary timepieces that 
embody the attributes a Wulf should possess: precision, intelligence, 
toughness, and most importantly, inimitable style. Because in an 
arena where pretenders quickly get exposed, the rule to abide by is 
change, or be forgotten.

Forgoing the designs of traditional Swiss watch brands, our watches 
sport customised movements housed within a unique aesthetic 
framework developed by the Wulfpack – our specialised team of 
watch designers and industrial engineers. Hailing from Zurich, they 
stay bonded through one common purpose: redefining the art of 
watchmaking. That’s what we call Wulfcraft.
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